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from 1300€

Roundtrip from/to Yerevan

8 days, airporttransfer (excl. flight)


middleclass hotels, glamping, resort


Local, professional, english speaking guide


Incl. armenian cooking class


Winetasting, nature and culture

8 days per person 

Armenia Roundtrip

7x breakfast (B), 2x lunch (L), 


7x dinner (D)


Only COVID-vaccinated travellers


100% COVID-safe


100% CO2-neutral & 1 planted tree

Find the current entry requirements here: 


https://apply.joinsherpa.com/

(Third-party supplier, data without guarantee)

http://triplegend.com
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Overview

Did you know that Armenia is home to the oldest 
winery in the world? Or that Noah's Ark is said to be 
hidden in the ice of Mount Ararat? Armenia is an 
impressive country. Here you will get to know Yerevan, 
one of the oldest inhabited cities in the world - built 29 
years before Rome in its current form - which is also 
called the "pink city" because of the natural color of the 
houses. And if you get hungry after exploring, you can 
satisfy it with Lavash, an intangible UNESCO World 
Heritage Site. 

Impressive, isn't it?

Airport transfer



Transportation during the trip

3 x nights in Tufenkian Historic Hotel Yerevan



1 x night in Tufenkian Hotel Tsapagath



2 x nights at the Apaga Resort



1 x night on a Glamping ground

Relax at Lake Sewan



Get to know the armenien cuisine



Admire the breathtakingly beautiful nature



Try armenian wine



Learn about the art of making Lavash



Wake up to a breathtaking view in the morning



Watch the sun set over Lake Sewan



Visit one of the only surviving pagan-temples in 
Armenia



English speaking guide



Detailed vaccination and packing list (PDF)



100% CO2 offset for flight and travel



1 tree planted per person



24/7 Whatsapp support through TripLegend 
before and during the trip

Impressive Armenia

Your travel highlights

Inclusive services

Additional inclusive services

Accommodation

Transportation

http://triplegend.com
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Travel itinerary
Arrival


Zvartnots International Airport EVN

Upon arrival at the airport, you will be met and transferred to 
the first hotel of your trip in Yerevan. Here you can rest and 
look forward to your adventure. If you arrived early you can 
use the time to see the capital of Armenia a bit. In the 
evening we will sit down to enjoy our first dinner together, 
get to know each other and share our expectations about 
the trip. (-/-/D)

Please remember to book your flights separately. Plan 
your arrival so that you will arrive at the airport by 
afternoon to start our Armenian adventure together.

Early in the morning we will set out for the region of wine of 
Armenia. On the way we will pass a monastery from where we 
will catch a breathtaking view of Mount Ararat. Then we will 
set off again until we arrive in a small village near Areni. Here 
we will visit a winery and enjoy a sip of the locally produced 
wine. The rest of the day we will spend on the way to and at 
Lake Sevan. During the drive we will enjoy impressive views 
inside Vardenyats mountain pass (formerly also called Selim 
mountain pass). In the evening we relax in the pool while 
watching the sunset over Lake Sevan. (B/L/D)

Today we will meet two young ladies who are rediscovering 
Armenian cuisine for themselves. They will tell and teach us 
something about Armenian cuisine in a private workshop. 
After we have our delicious lunch here and have a look at 
Dilijan, we will go on our way again. The final destination for 
today is Lastiver village. (B/L/D)


Day 1


Private transfer: about 12km and 20 min
Welcome to Armenia!


Day 2


Private transfer: about 130km and 2 h
Wine tasting in Areni


Day 3

Private transfer: about 125km and 2 h

 

We discover Armenian cuisine


Day 4

A day in nature

Today is meant for outdoor activities. Whether it be a 
hike in the depths of the Lastiver forest, a tour on 
horseback or crazy zipline flights, there should be 
something for everyone. In the evening we will enjoy a 
wonderful meal of locally produced food before ending 
the last hours of the day with local wine and cheese 
around a campfire. (B/-/D)

Day 5


Private transfer: about 100km and 2 h
Admire picturesque scenes


On our way to the Lori region we will pass picturesque 
scenes. Once there, we will have the opportunity to rest 
after lunch and prepare for a fabulous evening. For the 
particularly adventurous, there is also the option of 
swimming in a nearby beautiful lake or tackling a short 
hike. (B/-/D)
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One last time we wake up in Armenia. After a delicious 
breakfast at the hotel, we head back to the airport where 
the adventure comes to an end. (B/-/-)


It is time to leave again. Back in Yerevan, it's the day of 
urban adventures. Sightseeing, museums, wine bars 
and, of course, city life. Get to know the post-Soviet 
capital and its unusual charm together with locals. We 
will spend the evening in one of the citizens' favorite 
restaurants before catching a glimpse of Yerevan's 
special atmosphere. (B/-/D)



Day 8


Private transfer: about 12km and 20 min
See you soon, Armenia!


Day 6


Private transfer: about 150km and 2,5 h
The day of urban adventures


You can flexibly plan your return or onward flight on 
the day of departure. We would be happy to 
welcome you soon on another adventure.



Departure

Zvartnots International Airport EVN

Day 7

Private transfer: about 25km and 40 min

 

The last full day in Armenia


We go on a short tour to the only surviving Pagan temple 
in Armenia. The temple is located on a picturesque 
platform from which the Azat River Gorge can be admired. 
We spend some time around and inside the temple before 
heading towards the small village of Garni. Here we will be 
able to observe the art of making a traditional Armenian 
dish - Armenian Lavash bread. With our own lavash still 
warm, we will enjoy lunch at a local restaurant with a 
beautiful view. After lunch, we'll head back to Yerevan, 
where we'll have the opportunity to explore the city a bit 
more on our own before sitting down for a final dinner. 
Now it is time to say goodbye. We exchange our 
impressions and think back to the unique experience 
before going to bed for the last time in Armenia. (B/-/D)


Hello, we are Arman and Gerard and we are happy to 
accompany you through Armenia. 

We are school friends, we love to hike and we can't wait to 
introduce you to our home country. We have been hiking 
together since 1999 and are still passionate about it. We enjoy 
working with small businesses, bakeries, etc. and are always 
proud to show others what Armenia has to offer. 

Join us on our adventure and discover the fascinating hidden 
treasures and people of this region.

Your Guides: Arman and Gerard

http://triplegend.com
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Please note that the itinerary, activities and hotels may be subject to change. These changes may occur without notice due to availability, inclement 

weather, seasonal changes or other circumstances beyond our control. We will always do our best to ensure that this has little or no impact on your 

experience.

Not included services

Flights:



International flight tickets 

(ex.: round trip from FRA - EVN with Condor for 250-500€, 4-7h)



Info: We are happy to help you with your flight search and booking.



Before the trip:



Possibly needed visas (https://apply.joinsherpa.com/)



PCR tests you may need before and during the trip



International health insurance (https://triplegend.com/en/travel-insurance)



Travel cancellation insurance (https://triplegend.com/en/travel-insurance)



Travel vaccinations



COVID-19 vaccination (please note that we only travel with fully COVID 
vaccinated persons)



International driver's license (approx. 15€)



Upgrades & Optional:



Single room supplement per person (700€)
 

Info: By default, you will otherwise share a double room with a person of the 
same gender traveling with us



On site:



Meals not mentioned (plan for approximately 60€).



Tips



Personal expenses

http://triplegend.com
https://apply.joinsherpa.com/explore
https://triplegend.com/en/travel-insurance
https://triplegend.com/en/travel-insurance


Via email:	

reiselust@triplegend.com



Via phone or WhatsApp:		

+49 177 2854 788





Any Questions?

Contact us:


